INTERNATIONAL

We give you energy,
wherever you are.
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Where to find
GENESAL ENERGY.

We operate in more
than 30 countries worldwide.
Europe
Our European distribution network consists of strategic partnerships
with businesses boasting qualified personnel, who receive the support
and means to meet the challenges and particularities of the different
markets they operate in.

Latin America
Through our branches we have very extensive coverage in the
continent, providing a wide range of products and services, focused on
providing integrated energy solutions personalised to each client.

Africa
We can count on close collaboration and localised experts in our network
assisting in the development of specialist projects from power plants to
the distribution of tailormade gensets, whilst working very closely with
the final client throughout the entire process (this includes financing and
logistical support).

Middle East
As part of development in this exciting region we have developed a
strategic partnership in Bahrain and Qatar focused on development in
these markets.

Branches in
South America

With a view to keeping operational costs down and to
maximise project management, GENESAL ENERGY
has opened strategic branches in Peru and Mexico:
both specialising in the demands of their individual
national markets.
PERU BRANCH

MEXICO BRANCH

Our office in Peru is not only focused on the sale
and distribution of generator sets, it also offers the
possibility to rent gensets for specific projects.
Additionally, the office is also characterised with an
efficient After Sales Service operation and
Technical Assistance.

Situated in Mexico City, our Mexican branch is
focused on special project design. The type of
projects we are involved in require high level of
engineering skills to ensure the end-product adapts
perfectly to each given scenario. As with Peru an
After Sales Service is available, as well as
training and assessment services.

Spain | Head Office

C/ Parroquia de Cortiñan, D13-14,
Poligono Industrial de Bergondo,
A Coruña
Tel: +34 981 674 158
genesal@genesal.com

WWW.GENESALENERGY.COM

Mexico Branch

C/ Jaime Balmes 11,
Torre B, Piso 4, Oficina 403,
Colonia Los Morales
Ciudad de México
Tel: +52 (55) 41 65 59 51
genesalmexico@genesal.com

Peru Branch

Av/ Los Faisanes 170, Int. C
Urb. La Campiña, Chorrillos
Lima
Tel: +511 266 5495
genesalperu@genesal.com

